
We are the Government agency responsible 
for attracting investment into Ireland; in 
essence, we help create jobs. We are proud 
that over 300,000 people are now employed 
by IDA client companies such as Google, 
Pfizer, Ericsson, Meta, and Intel.

Graduate Programme 2023–2026

If you are curious, adaptable and passionate about contributing to Ireland’s economic and social future, we would like to hear from you. 
Please send your application to careers@ida.ie or click here to apply by the 31st of May 2023.

What will you do?
4  Communicate directly with client companies
4  Conduct Market Research 
4  Contribute to the development of Ireland’s value 
 proposition as a location for Foreign Direct Investment
4  Manage client company visits
4  Build an extensive internal and external network

The ProgrammeAs an IDA Graduate, you will be:

Criteria
4  Minimum 2.2 degree or final year graduate 
 students on track for a 2.2
4  Applicants must be legally entitled to work in Ireland for
  the full duration of the programme prior to applying
4  Fluent English (Written and Verbal)
4  Available to start in September 2023

Why join us?
4  Work overseas for nine months

4  Hybrid working

4  Opportunity to actively contribute to EDI, Wellbeing and Social Groups

4  Supported professional development

What do our grads say?
“The IDA graduate programme is a fantastic opportunity to be an ambassador to Ireland, 
liaising with the top leaders of the biggest companies in the world, developing your own 
personal brand and playing a part in making Ireland the outstanding country it is today.”  
– Jenny McLoughlin

“Joining the IDA graduate programme has allowed me to nurture my desire to create social 
and economic in Ireland by providing the opportunity to work alongside some of the world’s 
most exciting and dynamic multinational organisations. From day one, I have been exposed 
to and involved in the FDI investment conversion process, which has allowed me to build 
upon the skillset I developed through my college degree while also gaining new knowledge, 
expanding my network, and receiving continuous on-the-job training.” – Gráinne Sexton

“Since joining IDA Ireland’s Graduate programme I’ve had the opportunity to work 
alongside some of the most advanced and innovative companies in the world, meet world 
renowned business leaders, and gain a unique insight into the world of FDI. I was given the 
opportunity to make a real impact in my work from the very beginning, while being part of 
an organisation that has a World-Class reputation.” –  Jack Gallagher

IDA Mission
IDA Ireland partners with 
multinational companies to win and 
develop foreign direct investment, 
providing jobs for the economic and 
social benefit of Ireland.
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Each rotation will be 9 months in 
either IDA’s Dublin HQ, a regional 

location, or an overseas office. 
Our overseas offices are spread 

across the world in cities such as: 
New York, Tokyo, Paris, Boston 

and San Francisco 
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https://gradireland.com/organisations/ida-ireland

